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Students from diverse cultures should endure each other during their studies.

simple various complex domestic

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Fill in the Blanks: choose the best answer to fill in each blank space and mark it on your answer sheet.

Penro has the ……………… to do great things with life. 

able ability enable ably

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The government should encourage the ……………………. of all business. 

development developmental

developmentally develop

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The fire ……………… two houses and caused a lot of damage.

destroyed produced refreshed interested

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The bridge ……………………….. the two nearby villages marked on the map.

educates understands records links

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Don’t sign the ………………… without reading its text.

profit limitation agreement destination

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His conclusions are not very exact because they are highly …………………….

speculative speculate speculation speculatively

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My brother likes …………….. flowers; he always goes to the country.

artificial general natural unnecessary

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We should try to ………………… our good reading habits.

weaken separate reinforce disappear

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This car and that house are his ………………… properties.

public private practical religious

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is not easy to define ………………. ideas in actual terms.

satisfactory abstract concrete dynamic

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Visitors are subdivided into two categories.

travelers purposes reasons groups

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Vocabulary: choose the best synonym for the underlined words and mark it on your answer sheet.
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Some restraints prevent people from traveling.

decisions experiences limitations treatments

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the course of history, motivation for most travel has been fairly obvious—religion, economic

gain, war, escape and migration.

dark limited extended clear

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In spite of numerous factors favoring the development of tourism, there are some that act as 

barriers to travel.

problems sights motivations functions

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some people travel to attend festivals and events.

receive take part put out remember

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The increase in the country’s prosperity was due to the discovery of oil.

as much more than aside from because of

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After the war, there was a bulge in the birth rate.

fixed ratio sudden increase 

sudden decrease floating ratio

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He is going to accumulate enough evidence to prove his conviction.

gather send leave hide

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is usually difficult to satisfy your demands.

requests environments industries interactions

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The president has successfully implemented his economic plans.

watershed carried out automated attracted

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The traditional approach to planning is led by planners in the public sector aiming to generate 

appropriate developments within the estimated capacity of an area.

traditional correct modern diverse

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Several excursionists visit Shiraz and Esfahan every year.

�������� ����	
���� ��� �
���� ����� ����

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Persian equivalents: choose the best Persian equivalent for the underlined words and mark it on your

answer sheet.
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The word ‘tourist’ embraces many categories of travelers over and above the holiday makers.

�	��� ��� �	��� ��� �	���� �� �� �	��� � �

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Recreation refers to activities that a person could choose to refresh his/her own soul.

���!"� #$��% &�$�'()� *'$)�

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Shakespeare’s Hamlet precedes his other plays in popularity.

���� *�+� ���� *���!,-

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Perishable food should be stored in a refrigerator.

��.� &�	� 	�' �	�� ��/� &��/0�

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He played an intermediary role in the dispute.

1���- �	�� & ��- &2$�%

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The number of street vendors will increase in the future.

� ����� ���3"- ���4 &� ��	��5�'

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Freedom is the citizen’s statutory right.

&���6 &7- &8
�3� &�95�

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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